[The research course and the perspective of molecular regulation network and blood stasis syndrome].
Studying the literature of blood stasis syndrome (BSS), we reviewed the research course and the perspective of molecular regulation network and BSS. The essence study of BSS was firstly proposed by Chen Ke-ji and Wang Jie, and developed for more than thirty years. The course for BSS study mainly included the formulation of BSS diagnostic standard, the establishment of BSS animal model, pedigree methods, twins combined clinical epidemiological survey of BSS research, the four "zu" subjects combined molecular regulation network of BSS, signal transduction system network and BSS research, and so on. Along with a new sequencing approach in basic research, clinical diagnostics, and drug development, we are promising to see the whole gene network research of human diseases, such as metabolic disease, cancer, and etc. These achievements could provide a new way of thinking for further studying the essence of BSS.